
ESSAY ON JANE EYRE CLASSES

In Bronteâ€™s time, the Victorian era, class system still played a huge role in society. In the novel Jane Eyre, Bronte
presents a very revolutionary character in that aspect. Charlotte Bronte is critical about the class system and tries to
show that through Jane Eyre.

John River's house and belongings before mentioning him, and then continually reminds him of Miss Oliver's
wealth. She spent most of her life in Haworth, a bleak Yorkshire village where her father was curate. At a later
stage in her life, when she inherits twenty thousand pounds from her uncle, she also reacts different from the
traditional standards. If one were to take on the standards of another, it would be considered as a serious
offense Society has its expectations for how people should behave and to act outside those parameters is
grounds for ridicule; the England of the 's was no different So, although Jane does not judge people by their
economic status, she does notice it and use it as a feature to describe them. After reading these stories, I
realized that there were many ideas relating to Romanticism in the texts, some of them being variations of its
definition; yet, they relate nonetheless. Rather, Jane Eyre views the class system as a useful means of
determining character. In the Victorian era, women were still considered inferior to men. In Charlotte Bronte's
Jane Eyre, eponymous character Jane Eyre faces a personal challenge against society as a result of her
impoverished background She forms deep relationships with members of the other classes and holds animosity
towards individuals that others might respect based on their achievements in life but who did not act
appropriately to Jane. She fights the given class system and argues for universal equality, including that
between men and Dickens' And Bronte's Definition Of Class In Jane Eyre And Oliver Twist words - 7 pages ,
not I; for they always cost more to keep than they are worth. On the other hand, Mr. Jane Eyre. Hannah is a
dense, superstitious woman who is willing to let Jane die in the cold. Jane encounters this throughout her
childhood, it was first brought to her attention by Mrs. In Charlotte was sent with Elizabeth, Maria and Emily
to a school for daughters of the clergy. But later she revealed that she was the author of the book. Both Jane
and Hedda exist within the same social contexts. But she did not come, and as the candle burned Social Class
Essay words - 5 pages aid programs, there will not be enough government funding to provide for this and
eventually could lead into major problems.


